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Dylan MacArthur-WaltzAssistant News Editor Olivia AdamsNews EditorHellgate is mourning the passing of Candice Burns on Thursday, Oct 3, after a long battle with breast cancer. Burns, 58, worked as the attendance clerk at Hellgate.Lundy Park, a senior at Hellgate, remembers Burns fondly. "She was super passionate and energetic and really kind," said Park. "She made every late morning a happy one."Senior Claire Zellmer remembers, "Even though you could tell how much her body was suffering, she was young and happy at heart."Many students remember Burns always being kind and understanding when they had to stop by the attendance desk because they were late to class. Park recalls, "She always had my back."Though many students knew Burns from her post at the atten

dance desk, others remember her from a trip she took to Italy last summer with Debbie Hendricks and a student group. Hendricks has

Candice Burns toured Europe this summer with Hellgate Students (Photo Courtesy 
of Debbie Hendricks).many fond memories from the trip, of Burns connecting with animals and people across the continent. "She thinks everyone is a friend

she hasn't met yet. Countless times on our trip to Europe chaperoning students in June, we’d look over and Candice would be engaged

in conversation with a foreigner- either human or animal."During the last Hellgate football game on Oct 4, the entire student
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section got a pink balloon during halftime and released them in Burn’s honor."I wanted to make sure she was sent off in a special way from the students. 100 pink balloons seemed just about right. 1 know she would have loved it. A few of us went out onto the field, and Emily handed me an additional balloon and said 'now you have Candice’s.’ Her birthday is on Monday, so it was also to honor that," said Zellmer.Hendricks remembers her friend with all the fondness in the world. "Candice befriended students and chaperons alike among those who joined us on our European excursion. She gave massages to several others who were hurting, thoughshe herself was tired from all the walking. Like a magnet, she drew people to her. Definition of a true friend: Caring, giving, sharing... Candice."Teaching Spanish, learning culture
Ruby Kazemi k is becoming moreAssistant News Editor a°b more evident thatspeaking a second language is a huge advantage in finding a job and that it opens the door to limitless opportunities. An increasing number of schools are introducing students to a foreign language at a very young age, recently including an elementary

school in the Missoula County Public School District. Paxson has started Montana’s first public school Spanish immersion program. This is the first year that Paxson will have a Spanish immersion program and 40 students, including kindergartners and first graders who will participate for this initial year. The students will have the opportunity to continue in this

program through fifth grade. The Spanish immersion program incorporates half the day in English and the other half in Spanish, so the students will be learning to readand write in Spanish parallel to SPANISH the time that they are doing so continued in English. on page 2




